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your mind PUMPED with My subliminal messages. your body overtaken with SHEER arousal... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $30.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Session: 30 minutes
Category: Fetish-Brainwashing-Mind Control

When you close your eyes at night and go to sleep and you have dreams and fantasies of your
Domina, are they pleasurably hazy, sort of fuzzy visions you see of Me?  How about something
very clear, focused, vivid, LIVE?  Something you can touch and feel?  Something you can see,
smell and even taste?  All 5 senses engaged and excited in this sheer sexual fantasy, right
there next to you.  Come and experience My SHEER DANGER.  But be careful what you wish
for.  I’ll be planting an IDEA/ fetish in your mind to grow and stay, possibly as an irresistible
addiction... mmmm.  I like that.

3D effects will have you engorged... So exciting and real.  Enticed into danger... Helpless, and
at My complete disposal.  your mind PUMPED with My subliminal messages.  your body
overtaken with SHEER arousal.  The more your arousal, the larger the danger, the tighter your
Bondage.  When your newly calibrated body awakens from this sexual frenzy, you will be so
reinvigorated and eager to continue as My lab rat.  Mind and body now under your Domina’s
complete control.  Everything you do, you do for Me.
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Reviews

Wednesday, 06 July 2022 

Domina's audio IS SHEER DANGER! I developed a ne fetish listening to Her voice and, i am so glad i did! Buy this files now to feel Her
control and exhuberant pleasure!

william eagles 

Wednesday, 09 December 2020 

Having always had a thing for beautiful legs adorned in pantyhose, this session was a dream come true. That's right, I said pantyhose:
while the lovely photos that come with the session feature Domina in a pair of sexy stockings, this session focuses on sheer pantyhose!
A must-have for any leg man, to be sure, and if pantyhose also happens to be your thing, Domina Shelle's irresistible voice will have you
in Nylon Nirvana.

David Castelli 

Thursday, 12 November 2020 

i have a leg fetish and this file used that to take total control. It used my fetish against me to take me down. Then control me to a
wonderful and exciting conclusion. i would highly recommend this file to anyone who loves looking at a beautiful woman in a short shirt
with long shapely nylon wrapped legs. 5 stars

Slippery 

Wednesday, 26 August 2020 

If you didn't have a hosiery fetish, you're about to. Princess Shelle commands your attention and servitude in one of the sexiest ways
possible here. Bound and helpless for her in addition to being hypnotically subdued. Perfect Shelle.

Chris 

Sunday, 10 November 2019 

Hypnotic b you to be a devoted servant.

Steven Haslam 

Tuesday, 17 September 2019 

Domina's control is so exciting, there is nothing quite like it. I need it, can't live without it.

Kent Schnaith 

Sunday, 15 September 2019 

I never thought that a predicament bondage experience under hypnosis would be possible! Domina Shelle takes her time to develop the
trance and the imagination and while i follow Her it gets all realistic - the dark alley - her presence - her silk and nylon covered skin! And i
find myself bound and restraint - reduced to a bundle of pleasure at Her mercy. 

nadette  

Wednesday, 11 September 2019 

The amount of control and power Domina has and wields in this session left me drained and breathless... *heart*
That distinct sound of her walking towards me is forever burned into my mind... Dangerously arousing...
There's no escape...

Bubbles 

Wednesday, 11 September 2019 

First-- those pictures are so deliciously sexy. I love Domina's legs in those nylons. I can't  say enough that she is the most attractive and
most beautiful woman of all and I honestly couldn't be more in love with anybody else. 
Then-- I really love the relaxing background music Domina chooses for her Sessions. But with these two versions I enjoy the one with all
the swooshes and clicking of her shoes so much more. It feels as if she was right there with me. She seems to know all those fantasies
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in my perfectly conditioned brain. Maybe because she put them there-- maybe because she's just so perfect and passionate at what she
does. She can make me fall into trance for her so easily and whenever she wants-- and she sends me deeper and deeper in the same
effortless way, with only a few words. I love to follow her voice as she is taking me into this helplessly blank state in the most blissful and
capturing way. 
Sometimes her traps are so obvious but-- yet I still can't help but to walk right into them.
Sometimes I have no idea what's about to happen-- but I trust her and when she finally reveals her plan it's already to late and all I can
do is follow her further into my wildest dreams. Thank You Domina.

Frank Deisinger 

Tuesday, 10 September 2019 

First of all, that picture is sizzling hot! Damn! This file might have given me a nylon fetish or maybe i already had one and this just made
it surface. This isn't like most of Domina's files. The danger part was something new and it surprised me, it made listening this file a little
different experience. That danger added fear in the mix and that added adrenaline and excitement. i was so deep into this fantasy. Just
shows that My Domina is very good at playing in my mind.

Toni Mäkelä 

Tuesday, 10 September 2019 

Ok i give up now, i have listened several times and still i just can´t figure out the right words to describe this experience, partially i am not
even sure what happened, all i can say is i love this File, the feeling of submission, bliss and purely being controlled and seduced into
what she wants, doesn´t matters what i want, heck i couldn´t even tell what i want if i would be allowed to, i just want to fall deeper and
fully under her control and obey her every command and wish, really all that matters is Princess and Princess alone ^-^

Marcel L 

Monday, 09 September 2019 

I've always had this fetish, but my Sweet Domina, with Her soft, heavenly voice and the thought of Her being the focus of this makes me
so aroused. All it takes it Domina to say things to me and it happens. I don't want to say too much or else I'll give it away. But believe
me, if you're even slightly brainwashed and or in love with Domina, this will blow your mind, along with other things

rickey ratcliff 

Sunday, 08 September 2019 

Absolutely incredible!  The Power of this Woman is immense. Such an errotic and seductive and sensual piece of artwork.
She wraps stocking around your mind and ties your brain up with them, there is no escape and you don't want to........
Oh my Mistress Domina, Please i give myself to You, i can no longer resist Your skillful hypnosis.
You are unbelievably the best!

Roland 

Sunday, 08 September 2019 

So many hypnotic traps in a single session. From the absolutely perfect use of ambient sound effects to Domina Shelle's binding and
inescapable fantasy, this session is absolutely killer from beginning to ending. While the session isn't necessarily aiming to trigger an
ASMR, the sound design of some parts of the session are reminiscent of that style of audio. Although Domina Shelle's Voice always
triggers a response deeper than any silly youtube video.

Marcus Jetson 

Saturday, 07 September 2019 

Amazing, sexy, subtle, Domina Shelle will leave you drained and destroyed after this trance

puppy frye 
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